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Abstract

Ecoradar (www.ecoradar.org / www.oekoradar.de) is the name of an innovative
Internet portal that sets out to use the simplest and most persuasive means
to motivate others to implement sustainable management in those enterprises
that have so far taken little or no interest in this subject. This major project,
in which over 80 German enterprises and institutions participated, is part
of the new funding focus “Integrated Environmental Protection – Instruments
for Sustainable Business Management” set by the German Federal Ministry
of Education and Research. The primary task of the portal is the creation
of an environmental management community. The purpose of this article is
to show the structure and elements of the ecoradar community. Both the
creation of a “culture of trust” among the participating enterprises and the
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strategy of successful integration of the joint project partners are of
specific interest. In the following, the content models are presented and the
article examines the ability of the ecoradar community to develop, share
and use the available knowledge by using the tools of knowledge
management. Finally, the authors describe the technology used to create
the portal.

Construction of Ecoradar Knowledge
Community

A great variety of research papers have been published in the field of environ-
mental management during the last 20 years. The problem, however, has
persisted: conversion of this knowledge into enterprise practice. The develop-
ment target of the ecoradar portal is to reduce the information costs of those
SME enterprises interested in environmental management. In order to achieve
this target, a strategic community concept of the third generation has been
developed in order to build a knowledge community in the SME sector (Kreeb
et al., 2002).

The main emphasis of the ecoradar community is on the knowledge field and the
service and project areas. The community started as a project community. For
a start, ecoradar, as a classic research project, measures success by certain
criteria focusing on timeframe and milestones (Bullinger, 2002). An additional
feature is the use of a virtual project team (scientists, consultants, entrepre-
neurs). A form of virtual cooperation has been implemented by establishing a
specific editorship- and tele-cooperation system. These project communities
represent the preliminary stage on the way to a knowledge community. Ecoradar
is a knowledge network stretched beyond the limits of individual universities and
enterprises.

Wenger and Snyder (2000) describe a knowledge community as a “flexible
organizational unit, beyond official organizational or informal units. The commu-
nity is motivated by the common interest of the members in the field of
knowledge. Participation is voluntary. The motivation to participate is a positive
cost/benefit relation.” (Wenger & Snyder, 2000)

The collective benefit is categorized by Rheingold (1994, 2000) using the
following three dimensions:

• social use, identification by a common goal

• knowledge capital,  use of knowledge from various sources

• community feeling, system of real contacts and experience backgrounds
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